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ABSTRACT
E-Commerce is thought to offer substantial benefits to agriculture, principally by reducing
supply chain costs and thereby offering reduced input prices and better marketing
opportunities for farm products. This paper discusses the potential advantages to farmers both
as buyers and as sellers in the agricultural market place.
Agricultural internet use in the UK has grown rapidly in the last 2 years and there is now
considerable interest in e-Commerce in this sector. The issues emerging and lessons learned
from the growth of e-commerce in the UK are then discussed including the role of distributors
in complex agricultural fulfilment and the need for new payment models. Finally, conclusions
are drawn which it is hoped will be useful to others developing similar services throughout
Europe and beyond.
INTRODUCTION
The one issue which excites all farmers, the world over, is money. Making more of it,
reducing how much of it they spend and, more subtly, reducing the risk of losing it by failure
to meet statutory obligations or traceability requirements.
Gaining more revenue from better prices and reducing costs is the major driver behind the
interest in e-commerce in the UK and world-wide and this paper provides an overview of the
potential for e-commerce within agriculture and describes the rapid development of these
services in the UK.
The UK developments are compared in some detail and the differences between them are used
to highlight issues which need to be resolved and lessons which need to be heeded if
successful e-commerce sites are to be developed which deliver real value to farmers and
growers.
PC AND INTERNET USE IN THE UK
Data in figures 1, 2 and 3 provide reliable survey evidence of a significant increase in PC use
and internet access during 1999/2000. The February and September data are derived from a
regular national survey of farmers by the company Agridata (Thom, 2000 and 2001) and the
June figures were produced from ADAS’s ‘Farmer’s Voice’ survey (ADAS, 2000). The
Agridata figures are rolling 12 month numbers taken from a fully stratified sample, whilst the
ADAS survey is a ‘snapshot’ of the position in June 2000. Both have sample sizes of over
2000 farms
The key points emerging are that the overall level of PC use on farms in the UK is now over
50% across all farm types and over 80% on larger farms. The difference between the rolling
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and snapshot figures suggests that much of the increase has happened recently, which accords
with anecdotal evidence.
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FIGURE 1
A similar picture emerges from the internet usage figures.
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FIGURE 2.
The ADAS snapshot data (Fig. 3) shows higher levels of internet use approaching 50% of
farmers responding – a similar level to those using computers for farm accounting which has
been the most popular application by far until recently.

FIGURE 3.
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The overall position is therefore very encouraging and these statistics demonstrate that the
penetration of the technology is no longer limiting uptake of internet services.
THE POTENTIAL FOR E-COMMERCE IN AGRICULTURE IN EUROPE
It has been suggested that there are three emerging models for agricultural e-commerce in
Europe (Wilson, 2000);
E-Market places – simple e-hubs or exchanges which are neutral to buyers and sellers. These
rely for success on making the transaction more efficient, on providing transparency so that
price comparability is possible and on providing access to many buyers and sellers. There is
no attempt to force changes in supply chains and price improvements come from increased
competition (to buy and sell) and from savings in the operational costs which are possible
with electronic procurement.
E-Distribution sites – these sites favour sellers as they rely on providing direct access to
manufacturers and on simplifying or replacing existing supply chains – so called
‘disintermediation’. Most observers agree that there is the potential to remove significant costs
and provide discounts of up to 15% to end customers. The business risks with this type of site
are high since there is a risk of alienating the key components of the supply chain before the
electronic version is operating properly.
E-Procurement sites – which favour buyers and provide a way of aggregating the
requirements of many small buyers to obtain better prices through volume discounts. Since
most of the e-commerce activity thus far has been driven by suppliers or by ISPs looking for
high transaction volumes and commission rates, this model has yet to establish itself in the
UK.
Advantages to farmers as sellers;
Direct access to huge markets within and beyond national boundaries – e.g. Novcrop.co.uk
which is a site selling essential oils extracted from specialist crops grown in eastern England.
This site, although small, now sells to customers all over the world and is a good example of
what can be achieved with products which are of high value and relatively easy to ship.
Niche marketing is very easy to do. The demographics of internet users are different from
normal farm buyers in that they tend to be more affluent, younger and more environmentally
aware. This makes them especially valuable to organic or ‘green’ suppliers and is the reason
why so many specialist suppliers of these goods are now on line in the UK. A good example is
somersetorganics.co.uk.
Auctions are starting to provide outlets for bulk commodities like grain. These have had
limited success in the UK to date and will require more confidence in both buyers and sellers
before sufficient volumes are traded to make them effective. Three examples exist in the UK
at present, grainman.co.uk, the grain auction facility on farmgate.co.uk and the auction
function on globalfarmers.com.
Low Cost of Entry and Operation is a key advantage of e-commerce selling, especially where
the back office stock and accounting systems are fully integrated into the e-commerce
software. Entry costs are only low however, if farmers use existing sites and services, building
a fully operational e-commerce site from scratch is a very expensive and time consuming
operation.
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Advantages To Farmers as Buyers
Greater choice has to be the most immediate benefit to e-commerce users. Choice of product,
ability to find substitutes and choice of supplier are all important issues to farmers in the
current climate.
Competitive pricing is inevitable since prices will be transparent between suppliers and
market forces will eventually force prices down. There are issues here involving
intermediaries, price protection and volume related discounts which need to be debated and
the path towards fully transparent pricing will be a difficult one.
Cost removal from the supply chain will result in savings to suppliers which will aid
competitive pricing. The farmer’s own buying costs will also be reduced as the whole process
will be quicker, involve little travelling and will be much more efficient.
Immediacy and time independence is an important advantage since many farmers now do
most of the manual work on their holdings and have to undertake their administrative and
business management activities out of normal office hours.
EXAMPLES
There are currently five active operations in the UK, summarised below; this position is
almost certain to change by June 2001 and the details in the paper will be augmented with
current information.
Provider
(site launch)
FOL Networks
(1996)
Farmgate
(1997)
FWi
(1997)
Globalfarmers.com
(1999)
Farmexpress.com
(1998)
Agrifirst.com

Date ecommerce
Established
Jan 2000

Community

Business
Model

Technical
Platform

24000

Distribution

Bespoke

Dec 2000

20000

Distribution

Early 2000

20000+

Exchange

Jan 2001

Not available

Oct 2000

Not available

Exchange
auction +
fixed price
Distribution

BT Commerce
one
QXL standard
auction s/w
Bespoke

Not live

Not available

Distribution

Bespoke
Bespoke

All have started trading quite recently and there are no data available at present on traded
volumes.
Four of the providers are using the distribution model although only farmgate is seeking to
disintermediate the supply chains and as a consequence, if offering finance and logistics
solutions to suppliers who sign up. The other three are allowing distributors and merchants to
sell through their sites and are seeking to provide efficiency improvements rather than cost
removal, indeed FOL have stated that they not wish to remove distributors from the chain nor
do they wish to cause prices to fall.
Two providers are using exchanges (FWi and globalfarmers.com) which allow any registered
user to sell or buy products. The FWi service leaves all fulfilment and finance transaction
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handling to the suppliers whereas the globalfarmers.com offering includes finance transaction
handling but leaves fulfilment to the supplier. Globalfarmers.com offers a choice of fixed
price and auction selling which is currently unique in the UK.
Interestingly, most of the offerings are using bespoke software with all that this means for
costly future maintenance and support. The most often quoted reason for this decision is the
need for flexibility and the fact that agriculture is somehow different and requires different
functionality to other industries. Only farmgate is using standard e-commerce packaged
software while FWi is effectively ‘out-sourcing’ its service through the commercial auction
provider ‘QXL’.
ISSUES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Attaining High traded Volumes
All sites require high traded volumes to be successful. How are farmers to be encouraged to
trade? Much will depend on confidence but it will take time and heavily geared business may
not have time to wait.
Supplier Adoption
This is likely to become the crucial differentiator between providers. Suppliers are wary of
committing to one provider alone but are finding the set-up costs too high to work with
several. It is very clear that successful providers will need to listen hard to supplier’s concerns
and provide flexible models to suit individual requirements.
Fulfilment and Logistics
Leaving these issues to suppliers is easier than providing them as part of a service but this
risks losing the benefits of removing cost from the trading process. Fulfilment is difficult for
some agricultural inputs which are subject to legislation (agrochemicals for example).
Disintermediation
Economic theory suggests that market forces will remove inefficient or costly steps in the
supply chains over time but the industry is unusual in that its distribution network is part of
the fabric of the countryside. In the short term the distributors will separate their logistics and
financing role from their advisory and support activity so that customers can see exactly where
the cost is incurred. In the longer term, the existing network will be replaced by large, efficient
logistics and warehousing operations, especially for larger commodity items.
Socio-Economic Effects
The advent of e-commerce in agriculture could exaggerate the polarisation between
‘agribusiness farmers’ who will be looking for efficient, cost effective trading and those who
will diversify into less intensive, more environmentally conscious farming. The outcomes are
uncertain but changing the way farming businesses trade will undoubtedly have far reaching
effects on the rural economy, way beyond the farm gate.
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CONCLUSIONS
From this review it is clear that e-commerce offers substantial potential benefits to farmers
and growers, principally to be derived from reducing costs in input supply chains and in
improving competitiveness and market access for farm outputs.
A number of key players in the e-commerce market have now emerged in the UK, all striving
for market share and ‘first mover advantage’ but none have so far established themselves as
the clear leader. All players are principally active in the input supply chain, mainly for
agrochemical, fertiliser and sundry inputs.
What is becoming clear is that substantial amounts of capital are required to establish these
services, either from venture capital institutions (FOL and Globalfarmers) or from in-house
resources in the case of farmgate and Fwi.
Key issues to be resolved include;
• The choice of business model which varies with product type.
• The degree of disintermediation applied.
• The problems of fulfilment and logistics.
• The role of different supplier adoption strategies in different markets
• The socio-economic effects of creating technology ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’.
What is clear however, is that e-commerce will fundamentally alter trading patterns in
agriculture throughout the world. Lessons from other industries give us some clues about the
nature of the changes and where we might end up but nobody is yet able to predict how we
might get there.
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